
45 Ways to 
Target your 
Market on 
Facebook



DEMOGRAPHICS

INTERESTS

These are the absolute core essentials to marketing; basically Marketing 101. 

1. Education level (level, field)

2. Ethnic affinity

3. Financial (income, net worth)

4. Generation

5. Home (ownership, type, composition)

6. Life events (anniversary, newlywed, birthday)

7. Parents

8. Politics

9. Relationship (interested in, relationship status)

10. Work (employers, industries, job title)

Interest-based targeting helps you more broadly build a profile of who your audience is.

11. Business and industry

12. Entertainment (films, games, life events, music, 
reading, TV)

13. Family and relationships

14. Fitness and wellness

15. Food and drink

16. Hobbies and activities

17. Shopping and fashion

18. Sports and outdoors

19. Technology

BEHAVIOURS
Better understand intent and how to optimise towards how your target audience as a result. 

20. Consumer classification

21. Expatriates

22. Financial (insurance, investments)

23. Mobile device user

24. Purchase behaviour

25. Seasonal and events

26. Travel

27. Facebook categories

Of the almost 2 billion active worldwide users on Facebook, there are an 

endless amount of ways to find and appeal to your target audience.

We’ve created a cheat sheet to enable you to better understand the targeting 

capabilities that are available to you.



THIRD PARTY DATA / 
PARTNER CATEGORIES
Take advantage of data that is collected about your target audience through other channels.

28. Automotive (aspirational, business vehicle, 
growing family, prestige, ute)

29. Auto-buyers (large, SUV, light, commercial, 
medium, SUV medium, SUV small)

30. Demographics (head of household, head of 
household age, adult composition, household 
income)

31. Financial services (investment property, home 
loan, shares, self-managed super fund, term 
deposit)

32. Geography

33. Helix personas by Roy Morgan Research 
(Leading Lifestyles, Metrotechs, Today’s Families, 
Aussie Achievers, Getting By, Golden Years)

34. Insurance (life, motor, home, building, number of 
policies, private health)

35. Lifestyle and interests (pet ownership)

36. Property (estimated market value, property type, 
number of bedrooms)

37. Where we live (housing tenure)

38. Household enhancement (household income, 
affluence)

39. Who we are (employment type)

40. Segmentation (Personicx, seasonal)

41. Work

42. Consumer spend series (superannuation and 
life insurance, recreation, health conscious 
families, personal care, household furnishings and 
equipment, clothing and footwear)

43. Mosaic group H

CREATING AUDIENCES
Make it easy to produce personalised creative that appeals to your target audience by utilising  
your existing databases to create high intent audiences.

44. Custom audiences (uploading your existing leads 
to Facebook to target them specifically)

45. Lookalike audiences (matching existing 
customers with people on Facebook who have a 
similar profile)


